ModWood Concealed Fixing
There are a number of concealed fixing methods available in the marketplace that are very
suitable for use with ModWood decking products – please only use those products listed
below.
Only ModWood solid section boards can be used with concealed fixing products.
Please note that when using concealed fixing products, it is still important to ensure that the
ModWood standard gapping spacings for side-by-side, butt-joins, and end spacings are still
strictly adhered to.

1/ KlevaKlip fixing system is the preferred method of using concealed
fixing with ModWood.
The KlevaKlip model KT88G, KT88S or KS88G is suitable for use with the ModWood “Natural
Grain Collection” 88mm board. This board has a groove along the side.
The KlevaKlip models KS90G, KS90S, KT90G or KT90S is suitable for use with the
ModWood “Traditional” 88mm board. This board does not have a groove along the side.
KlevaKlip have developed a clip to suit the “Natural Grain Collection” 137mm board (with the
groove along the side). The KlevaKlip models are KT137G, KT137S or KS137G.

Grooved board – Natural Grain Collection

Non Grooved board – Traditional Range

There is no KlevaKlip product for the “Traditional” 137mm board (the board without the
groove). For all information on KlevaKlip, please contact www.klevaklip.com.au

2/ “Deck Max” and “Concealok” systems are easy to use and will most likely be
cheaper than KlevaKlips but far more time consuming. You will need a standard biscuit cutter
to put the cut into the side of the boards at each joist.
ModWood does not recommend these systems for use when fixing onto steel joists.

Not recommended for use:
Products that require significant physical penetration into the side of the board, such as the
“Tiger-claw” fixing system are not recommended for use with ModWood due to what we
believe is the increased chance of causing splitting/chipping or breaking of the board in the
areas of penetration.
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